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Abstract

I study a two-period moral hazard problem between an informed principal (she) and

an agent (he). Output is correlated to both the agent’s hidden effort and the princi-

pal’s hidden type. Specifically, the likelihood of a high output exhibits complementarities

between the agent’s effort and the principal’s type.

How does a principal who can only commit to short term contracts induce the agent

to exert effort, even when the different types of the principal prefer different contracts?

In a setting with a risk-neutral principal and risk-neutral agent with limited liability, I

characterize the optimal short term contracts that induces the agent to work in each

period. I also show that the principal is more likely to disclose her private information in

the two-period model than in a static model.

The complementarity between effort and type implies the principal would benefit by

disclosing her private information if she is a high type. However, as there is no hard

evidence, the high type can credibly separate only through a costly signal that discourages

any mimicry by the low type. Thus, in a static setting, the main trade-offs for the high

type are (a) separating from the low type though a costly signal or (b) pooling with the

low type and offering an expensive incentive scheme.

When the agent is pessimistic (places a low probability on the high type), the pooling

incentive schemes are too costly. The optimal contract will therefore feature separation

with the high type offering a base salary as a signaling tool and a small bonus. As the

agent becomes optimistic, the pooling incentive schemes become cheaper. Both types will

then offer an intermediate bonus and no base salary.

In a dynamic setting, an additional trade-off arises when the principal offers a pooling

contract. High outputs are more likely given a high type of principal. Consequently, an
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agent observing a high output becomes optimistic in subsequent periods and is willing

to work for smaller bonuses. Thus, pooling contracts are more likely to get cheaper over

time for the high type.

On the other hand, if the agent exerts effort, bad outputs are indicative of a low type.

Consequently, the agent becomes pessimistic in subsequent periods and requires higher

bonuses to work. However, bad outputs are also more likely if the agent shirks. As effort

is unobserved by the principal, the agent can safely shirk today, remain equally optimistic,

and collect the higher bonuses intended for a more pessimistic agent in the future.

The optimal contract must account for these new trade-offs. As the principal can

influence the agent’s beliefs (randomizing over wages, cheap talk signals, etc), charac-

terizing the optimal dynamic mechanism involves dealing with a large space of random

mechanisms. Nonetheless, I show that any dynamic mechanism can be simplified into a

mechanism that reveals no information at the beginning of period one and induces at most

two different posteriors in the second period. The optimal contract will either feature full

separation by implementing the static separation contract in each period, or will feature

a partial separating mechanism in which the high type randomizes over pooling with the

low type or separating.
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